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The recount is important for five reasons, (1) it was close, (2) late deductions were from
Trump, (3) Outagamie County had more people voting than voters, (4) Trump’s wild
charge on illegal voters, and (5) it’s always good to test the machinery.

  

  

MADISON - I’m glad there’s going to be a recount here in Wisconsin.

 Here’s why:

Five valid reasons for the Wisconsin presidential recount

 Requiring an accurate count is a bare minimum for our democracy.

 Another bare minimum is respect for the Fourth Amendment. But the Wisconsin Supreme
Court, sharply and oddly divided, just took another whack at it, as I explain here:

Wisconsin Supreme Court shreds 4th amendment

 One more thing: Today is Giving Tuesday, when people all across the country are encouraged
to make charitable online donations. So I’m urging you to make a 
tax-deductible
donation right now to the Wisconsin Democracy Campaign. It’s easy: All you have to do is click 
here
.

      

Or you could mail it in the old-fashioned way, with a check made out to the Wisconsin
Democracy Campaign at 203 S. Paterson St., Madison WI 53703.

 We really appreciate your support!

  

Matt Rothschild
 Executive Director
rothschild@wisdc.org
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http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=-504679303::7156::2663529
http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=1201422285::7157::2663529
http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=2019645978::7158::2663529
http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=2091757380::7159::2663529
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*****

  

P.S. With Donald Trump saying people who burn the American flag should be jailed or lose their
citizenship, the risk of fascism is rising right here at home. For a thoughtful response to this
threat, please read this column  by Yale professor Tim Snyder.
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http://wisdc.clearsender.com/tracker.php?link=1070190490::7153::2663529

